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I. INTRODUCTION

Detection of single florescence labeled viruses in fixed mammalian cells was first achieved

in 19801. Since technology has significantly caught up with the idea, scientists, with growing

fervor, have been developing imaging techniques to study all aspects of viral infection; from

virus entry mechanisms to release of progeny virion.
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FIG. 1: General schematic showing major steps in a successful viral infection. Three different

colored arrows show possible entry mechanisms. Top entry site (Green arrows) shows a plasma

protected virus entering and then ultimately releasing progeny virions. Side entry site (Yellow

arrows) shows a capsid protected virion that uses the receptors to gain entry and release the

genome in the cytoplasm. Bottom entry site (Brown arrows) shows a capsid bypassing the plasma

membrane and releasing the genome near endoplasmic reticulum. Figure has been developed by

the author.

Like many natural processes, virus transport mechanisms are characterized by their di-

versity. Enveloped viruses, as the name suggests, have a plasma membrane covering from
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the previous host cell (viral entry site, green arrows, Figure 1) unlike non-enveloped viruses

which are only protein protected (brown/green arrows, Figure 1), and relatively unknown,

primarily because it is difficult to attach a ligand to them without affecting their working3,4.

Furthermore, they have different mechanisms of entry; capsid transport or, in certain cases,

a direct genome transfer. Successful release of progeny viruses, which is the characteristic

of a successful infection, also varies immensely. Virion diameters range from a tenth of a

micron to hundreds of angstroms, and to top it off, most of them have a very large particle

to pfu (plaque forming unit) ratio2.

II. OBJECTIVE

Improving techniques that help study protein-receptor and protein-protein electromag-

netic interactions to allow scientists to probe biological interactions better is imperative, in

my opinion. Proteins are the engines of intracellular and extracellular interactions and are

virtually part of every biological process. They range between tens of angstroms to tens of

nanometers. Viral proteins interact with the cell wall; either with one of the many types of

receptors, ion channels5 or enter ‘directly’ into the cell. Proteins may be classical particles

but their interactions may not be completely understood by Classical Theory, especially

when we talk in terms of the series of electrostatic signalling cascades which are triggered

when any or a series of interactions take place. For example, from the time a virus en-

ters a cell till a successful infection has occurred. We must keep in view that the quantum

world encompasses our classical world and there are chances that there is a form of quantum

communication mechanism taking place in humans and other complex cellular structures.

III. EXPERIMENT

Using, for example, Single Wall Carbon Nanotubes (SWCNT) as electric contacts in a

cell brings up many points of initial investigation and a myriad of challenges. Ranging from

the development of the most effective and least evasive length and diameter of the SWCNT,

up to the determination of where along the length of the wire inserted in a cell any partic-

ular interaction is taking place, and from the differentiation of simultaneous interactions to

maintaining external variables that allow the cell to function well.
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A. Lock-in amplifier reference frequency

After we overcome the challenges mentioned above, we would need to use SWCNT –

‘the electric contacts’ to study the interaction mechanism. The SWCNT when close to a

receptor or a virion, will interact with the molecules giving some signature values. Similarly,

when any other interactions takes place there will be some signature values which will help

us model the interaction. Once we model the interaction we can make an electronic circuit

to mimic the response. This circuit would provide the reference frequency for the lock-in

amplifier. Lock-in amplifier – a narrow band pass filter will allow us to do away with all the

unwanted signals in the cell environment.
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FIG. 2: Capsid made of proteins interacting with cell a cell receptor (top right). A transducer;

generating photocurrent which is then detected by the external circuitry. Figure has been developed

by the author.

B. Interaction identification

Figure 3 shows the arrangement. We need a material that efficiently ejects electrons after

absorbing the incoming photons (photon is an exchange particle for all electromagnetic

interactions), in other words the band gap should equal, at least, the minimum energy

emitted during the interaction. This would induce a photocurrent which will be detected by
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the external circuit. The frequency allowed by the lock-in amplifier will give us the signature

response of the interaction. Similar approach can be used to identify other interactions.

Proposed material: Alex Zettl and Jeff Grossman at Berkeley Labs have developed “High

efficiency fullerene/polymer solar cells IB-2366”. According to them a 50/50 combination

of functionalized fullerenes (C60) and PH3T is the best option available6.
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FIG. 3: Flow chart of the experiment.
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